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Holder device for shower head and nozzle
Ab.
.
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E03C1/023 with flow distribution  e.g. diverters

E03C1/0408 Water installations especially for showers | (ref: E03C1/06)|  takes precedence| shower heads | (ref: B05B1/18)

E03C1/06 Devices for suspending or supporting the supply pipe or supply hose of a shower-bath | showers | per se|  | (ref: A47..

B05B1/1636 by relative rotative movement of the valve elements | (ref: B05B1/1672)|  takes precedence

F16K11/0445 Bath/shower selectors

E03C1/066 allowing height adjustment of shower head

E03C1/08 Jet regulators | or jet guides|   e.g. anti-splash devices

B05B1/18 Roses| Shower heads | with means for adding soap or the like | (ref: E03C1/046)| | jet regulators | (ref: E03C1/08)

F16K21/12 with hydraulically-operated opening means| with arrangements for pressure relief before opening

B05B1/1609 with a selecting mechanism comprising a lift valve | (ref: B05B1/1681)|  takes precedence| lift valves in general | (re..
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